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Get fired up and go way beyond the hot dog with simple, delicious campfire cooking. Ever buy a

campfire cookbook only to discover itâ€™s for people who roll with a fridge, barbeque and

everything including the kitchen sink? Well, this isnâ€™t that kind of adventure, so buckle up

buttercup. This book is for those rare beauties who like to climb, paddle, hike or run through the

woods, play in the dirt and enjoy the great outdoors. If you have to carry your own food, then

welcome to very best campfire recipes this dirty gourmet has discovered over ten years of

backwoods travelling.Â  Impress your friends and make a few new ones with over 50 delicious

recipes from all over the world to fuel your adventures.
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I love hanging outdoors with my family and of course.... camping. We will be doing another camping

trip this coming summer and I cannot wait. This cookbook.... The Flaming Marshmallow's Guide to

Campfire Cooking is the perfect addition to this years camping trip! This guide has tons of recipes

and tips on how to serve your family the most delicious recipes while camping! You can use this

guide to prep your families meals for your next outing or you can use the delicious recipes right at

home on your grill or fire pit! It is amazing and I truly love it! It is a paperback copy BUT a beautifully

made paperback copy with gorgeous pics and recipes. The Flaming Marshmallow's Guide to

Campfire Cooking includes tips for ensuring you can create delicious recipes while "out in the wild"

..... when you are camping or hiking. It also provides you with tips for packing, cooling and storing

your food. It goes one step further by providing you with tips on building the perfect fire for either



"snacking" or actually "cooking actual meals". I did not even realize that were different ways to build

a fire to ensure your meals are cooked correctly until reading this amazing outdoor cookbook. We

experimented with the directions to "Build a Cooking Fire" when making the Fancy-Ass French

Toast Recipe... and it was amazing. My husband now uses this fire building method when we use

our fire pit.... because it really works amazingly well.A Little About The Author... Nikki

Fotheringham..... Her mum, bless her, hated cooking. Nikki... as soon as she was old enough began

experimenting with cooking using an old Julia Child's cookbook she found propping on the end of an

old bookcase in her home.
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